
Click the image below watch the short Explainer Video

Overview

The following is an overview of the Pathway to Commercialization program followed by a more
detailed overview of Spexi Geospatial and how government departments can take advantage of
Spexi’s products and services through the Pathway program.

Pathway to Commercialization Explained

The Pathway to Commercialization (PTC) is a new program launched by Innovation Services
Canada (ISC) to speed up the rate at which Government of Canada departments can access
tested & approved Canadian technologies and services.

In order to get approved for the PTC, Canadian companies must apply and successfully
participate in the Innovation Services Canada (ISC) testing program to test and validate a
specific innovation that the GoC has interest in.

Any Government of Canada Department is eligible to hire a company listed on the PTC.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u4QvQKWAVBQ


What Department Manages the Procurement?

Public Services and Procurement Canada (PSPC) is the contracting authority.

When wishing to hire a company listed on the PTC there is no need to:
1. Tender or competitively bid the work or project.
2. Provide justification for the sole source.

How Can GoC Organizations Participate?

Interested Government of Canada Organizations must submit the required documents by email
to the PSPC Central Allocation Unit:

rcnattributionscentralisees.ncrcentralallocations@tpsgc-pwgsc.gc.ca

Note: use the subject line "Research and Development Procurement Directorate (SC Division)".

What does the PTC Enable?

Unlimited contracts with a maximum  value up to $8 Million per contract over a 3 year period (3
years is the length of time a particular innovation is eligible for the PTC).

Note: Companies can have multiple innovations available on the PTC.

What Documents Are Needed to Procure?

1. A properly funded Requisition for Goods and Services or Construction (form 9200);
2. A Statement of Work (SOW) including performance metrics; and
3. A Security Requirement Check List (SRCL), if applicable

Limitations

The innovations that are being sold under the PTC must adhere to this statement: “Innovations
eligible for the Pathway to Commercialization (PTC) must be the same or an improved version
of the same Innovation as tested under the initial ISC Stream. Government of Canada
organizations must attest that the requirement is for the same or an improved version of the
same innovation and retain the attestation on file. The SC Division can assist in this
assessment.”

https://www.tbs-sct.canada.ca/tbsf-fsct/350-103-eng.asp


What is Spexi?

Spexi Geospatial is a Canadian SaaS platform that enables organizations to easily &
autonomously fly drones to capture high resolution imagery for better decision making about
real world assets such as buildings, infrastructure, and natural resources.

The platform is already in use by multiple GoC agencies and has now been approved for a new
program, the Pathway to Commercialization, that greatly speeds up procurement by any GoC
department.

In addition to its SaaS product, Spexi also provides drone pilot training and training on how to
use its platform to collect high resolution imagery in the field.

Who Can it Benefit?

Any GoC department that would benefit from being able to create, process, and share high
resolution aerial imagery of on the ground assets such as buildings, infrastructure, and natural
resources.

Who is Using Now?

- Transport Canada
- VIA Rail
- Geologic Survey of Canada
- Canadian Forest Service

Spexi’s ISC Test  - Scalable RPAS Deployment and Training

Elements Covered and Salable to the Government of Canada:

1. Training - Advanced Pilot Certification - online training course and In Person Flight
Review across Canada. Flight tests can be indoors or outside.

2. Hardware Selection and Procurement - review of department goals, data collection
needs, environmental conditions etc to aid in the selection of hardware for the required
use case(s).

3. RPAS geospatial acquisition training - generalized training in the acquisition of
geospatial data using drones. This information is offered as part of the Spexi Platform
training.



4. Training on Spexi platform - flight planning, automated drone flight, processing and
sharing of processed data.

5. Provision of Spexi Licenses (SaaS) - flight planning, automated drone flight,
processing and sharing of processed data.

6. Data acquisition for Government Department - Spexi personnel provided acquisition
services.

7. Research and Development of Computer Vision - development or prototypical
computer vision algorithms to apply to the imagery data collected. Example: defect
detection on rail lines and rail beds.


